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ISAT takes on the eye
JMU-U.Va. team aims to cure syndrome with obscure protein
BY SARAH SHAHMORADIAN

staff writer

pfcxo corny oflMV PHOTO SERVICES
Project hMd Robert McKown work* with junior Lindsay Caktwell. McKown's work
may help the vision of millions of Americans.

Three JMU Integrated Science
and Technology students and
their professor are manufacturing
a protein that may help over 35
million Americans deal with dryeye syndrome, a condition ranging
in severity from reduced vision to
blindness.
The protein lacritin, which
comes from a "small, obscure
little gland" behind the eye, had
previously escaped the attention
of scientists, said project head
Robert McKown.
McKown said lacritin might
play a role in stimulating new tear
production, which "may form the
basis of a revolutionary treatment
for dry-eye syndrome."
Lacritin was isolated at
the University of Virginia by
Gordon Laurie's team in 2001.
Since then, JMU has been
working with them by creating

the recombinant purified protein
and then sending it to them for
biological activity analysis.
Junior Brooke Buddand's part
of the research involves fusing a
green fluorescent protein with the
lacritin protein to make it glow for
identification and analysis. Seniors
Kriaten Bloom and Stab Johnson
work on other aspects of the rewaid i
such as mutatkmal analysis.
The U.Va.-JMU collaborafion
began when Laurie came to
recruit students for the U.Va.
Biotechnology Ph.D. program.
"Dr. Laurie thought that BAT
students like us could be good for
their program, and when he started
talking about his work with Dr.
McKown, they realized we could
work together," Bloom said. She
works on one aspect of the project
along with Buddand and Johnson.
"They do the cell biology there,
and we do the biochemistry here,"
McKown said. "Laurie originally
wanted to done [lacritin] in

bacteria and make enough of it for
his studies, and no one at U.Va.
did that, so we jumped in on the
opportunity to collaborate."
Their collaboration recently
expanded with a third partner.
Dr. Patricia Williams from Eastern
Virginia Medical School.
McKown said, "We make the
protein here, and now [EVMS| are
doing animal studies to measure
increased tear production in
rabbits."
Buddand said. It's exciting
to see more people get involved
in this" He originally started
working in the lab doing dishes
but became more involved, finding
the ueian.li interesting enough for
a senior thesis project.
Manufacturing
this
rare
protein will likely "bring more
attention to JMU, but ultimately
our teamwork with U.Va. and
EVMS in future scientific ventures
will prove very valuable,"
McKown said.

Students protest labor-related injustices Class
BY KIM GOWER

contributing writer
The JMU chapter of the
International Justice Mission held
a petition and protest this past
week to seek justice for 27 fired
workers in Honduras.
Last Wednesday and Thursday
members of IJM worked on the
commons collecting signatures
advocating the rights of these
workers! On Friday the group
protested at the Burger King on
Route 33 in Harrisonburg
"We are laboring to hold Burger
King accountable for labor rights
abuses in Honduras," said senior
Linsey Mayhew. IJM president.
Between Jan. 19 and Feb. 28,
the individuals who worked in
INTUR's franchises in Honduras
were fired without explanation
and without compensation.
INTUR owns Burger King,
Church's Chicken and Little
Caesar's, but since there are only

Burger Kings in Harrisonburg, the
group protested there.
"We are trying to gain support for workers ... and to raise
support and awareness about
this issue," Mayhew said.
At the protest on Friday, IJM
gave the management at this Burger
King a letter "explaining why [they
were protesting] and asking them to
call the headquarters and let them
know that they are losing business
and money," Mayhew said.
Junior Jennifer Mariano, vicepresident of IJM, said, "Within 30 minutes, [the local Burger Kmg| called
the owner of the franchise and they
also want us to call [the owners). It
was a really quick reaction ... which
is what we wanted them to do"
Mayhew
said
they
are
protesting
by "not buying
anything from Burger King until
[the workers] are compensated."
Trie members of IJM and protestors were pleased with the support
"I think we've been getting good

responses, [we're] making people
more aware of these issues," said
freshman Claire Moore.
The protest is an international
event and several protests already
have occurred throughout the United
States. IJM and the Association For A
More Just Society sponsored the protest AJS includes lawyers and journalists who advocate through campaigns for people who don't have
the resources to defend themselves
Mariano is a strong supporter of
this protest She said she teds a connection to Honduras because she has
been to Nicaragua and is aware of the
living conditions and environment
there. She is concerned for the fired
workers' living conditions. 'I'm a
Christian, and I care about their welfare because God cares about their
welfare," Mariano said. 'It may be
only 27 workers, but we should care
about them." Mariano said.
Burger King management
was not able to comment at the
time of publication.
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ISABEL PERRY/conenbunagpAmmnaaa
Sophomore Jennifer Vaz takes part In the
International Justice Mission sponsored protest
against Burger King Friday afternoon. TIM group
protested the unjust firings of 27 Honduran
employees last fall.

Review ranks JMU high in community service
BY DARCIE ROBEROE

contributing writer
JMU was ranked among the nation's
bast schools for outstanding community involvement by The Princeton
Review and Campus Compact.
Ou t of 33 states survey ed, JMU is the
only college in Virginia that will be featured in "Colleges with a Conscience:
81 Great Schools with Outstanding
Community Involvement."
The survey was based on college
admissions practices, scholarships
rewarding community service, support
for service-learning programs, student
participation and voice and the social
engagement of the student body.
"Ifs exdting to get recognition.
Service-Leaming
is
definitely

becoming a part of JMU culture," said
Rich Harris, director of Community
Service-Learning
The National Survey of Student
Engagement is a national survey of
college freshmen and seniors based
on their community involvement.
At JMU, the NSSE survey indicates
the freshmen are below the national
average and the seniors are above
the national average for community
involvement,
Harris
said.
"Something at JMU is encouraging
service," Harris said.
Harris said that community service is beneficial to the volunteer and
the recipient. "Everybody learns.
You are both a teacher and a learner
at the same time."
Wayne Stephen Teel, assistant

professor of Integrated Science and
Technology said, "I like the idea of
getting beyond the focus on monetary
gain by employment. [Service is] an
important aspect of education.
"We often think of education as
classroom oriented, but most of what
students remember happens outside of
the classroom."
An example of one way
JMU students
are involved
in community
service is the
Alternative
Spring Break
trips
that
many students
returned from

recently. Sophomore Tyrone White participated in one of the ASB trips offered
by Community Service-Learning. White
went to Winter Park, Florida, where he
worked with underprivileged youth In
a school program. "It makes you aware
of how much love and optimism these
kids have to give," White said.

Community rejects Iraqi war

one big ball
The Senior
Class Council
hosts a die
proportioned
soccer game
Saturday
aa part of
JMUbikto,
be an annual
event.
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BY MEGAN NBAL

staff writer
Saturday marked the
two-year anniversary of trie
United States' invasion of
Iraq. Consequently, a coalition
of James Madison students,
alumni and Harrisonburg
residents gathered at 4 p.m.
on Court Square to protest
Operation Iraqi Freedom.
Accompanied by the
beat of drums, the protest
sought to expose the damaging effects of war on both
American and Iraqi citizens,
as well as labeling the eman-

cipation of Iraq as oppression
by the United States.
Following the protest
was an open forum for anyone that wished to comment. Scheduled speaker
and local resident Patrick
Lincoln said, "War affects us
for generations and supporting our troops means ending
occupation." Lincoln went
on to explain how he drew
his inspiration from personal
experience, as his father was
a Vietnam veteran.
Participants expressed
sentiments on what they
hoped the town would gain

from such an event. Shannon
Wheeler of Harrisonburg
attended the event and said
she wanted to offer awareness of global issues and an
understanding that Iraqi citizens are dying in the war.
Peter
Celderloos of
Harrisonburg. a key orchestrator of the protest, said ha
wanted the town to "gain
the sense that there is a lot of
opposition to this war. Rather
than sitting back and watching TV, they should take part
in empowering themselves
to take charge of their community and country."

contributing writer

The Sophomore Class
Council will be sponsoring a
ring premiere event Wednesday
in the College Center Grand
Ballroom starting at 6 p.m.
This will be the first time
sophomores will have the
opportunity to see the class
ring that was designed specifically for the dass by the Class
of 2007 Ring Premiere committee made up of members of the
Sophomore Class Coundl.
"The annual ring premiere is an event for sophomores to come out and view
their class ring," Sophomore
Class Vice President Emily
Watson said. "The night will
be full of excitement with
Exit 245, Mozaic, Indian
dancers, the Breakdancing
Club and a deejay.
"The sophomores can expect
food and free gifts as well."
Watson said. "Each sophomore
will be given a bag full of giveaways such as a class shirt and
stadium cup. There will be
many raffles during the night
and some of the prizes are JMU
George Foreman grills with the
2007 class logo on them, a TV,
a PlayStation, parking passes
and many gift certificates."
Students were sent invitations in their local mailboxes.
Students attending are asked to
come "dressed to impress."
"Sophomores should come
to ring premiere because it is
the one event especially for
the Class of 2007, and there
will be a lot of entertainment."
Sophomore Gass Treasurer
Aimee Cipicchio said.
Representatives
from
Balfour will be at the event
giving students the opportunity to order class ringj
Gift certificates for purchasing rings also will be raffled
off at the event. Students
will also have the chance to
order rings in Warren Hall
throughout the week.
"The coundl has put so
much time and work and collaboration with a lot of different groups, so it should be a
good time," Sophomore Class
Secretary Katie Austen said.
"Ifs one of the biggest events
of the year for sophomores'
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The Panhallenic and Inlertralemily Councils and Delta

The Centennial Dukes club will hold elections lor officers at

Delta Delta Soronty present -Kristin's Story: A Mothers

7 p.m. in the Allegheny Room ol the College Center. It you

Account of Acquaintance Rape and Depression,' which
will be presented by Andrea Fuller Cooper. This pro-

are interested in serving in one of the leadership positions,

The Bneu is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison Univentfy and the local
Hamsonrxirg community. Comment! and complaints should be
addressed to Atson Fargo, Mftx

please attend prepared with a brief campaign speech For

gram describes a woman's rape and suicide. "Kristin's

more information contact Michelle Hite at X8-7520, or e-mail

Story" will be held at 8 p.m. in the College Center Grand

marltnmh.

Balkoom.

Tuesday, March 22
Planning tor the 2006 Senior Class Challenge will soon

coeege of education
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Main Telephone:

begin Become a member ol the Steering Committee
and a lull position description can be lound at httpjlwww.
as teaching a summer
is and there was a
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SPOTLIGHT
What's the weirdest
thing you've ever seen
a student do in class?

Alison Fargo
(5401 568-3694
breezeeditorQhotmaH. com

POLICE LOG

(5401 566-6699
breezenewsQhotmail.com

asst. news editor

Variety Desk:

Petty Larceny

Grand Larceny/Property Damage

AJMU student reported larceny of a JAC card from the TV

On a routine patrol, a vehicle in R-2 Lot was observed with

room rt Chandter Hal on March 14 between 12 and 12 30 am

the dnvers side rear window broken out on March 15 between

AJMU student reported the theft of an unsecured JAC

12:30 and 12:36 a.m. The student vehicle had a golf bag and

card from UREC on March 16 between 6:30 and 7 p.m.

several golf clubs removed from the vehicle

(540)568-3151

orBezevanelyOnoirna/'.com
Sports Desk:

(540) 568-6709
breezesponsOholmail.com

A JMU student reported the theft of a JMU-owned ping-

Property Damage

pong table from Ikenberry Hall on March 16 between

A JMU employee reported damage to a Music Building room

12:30and 7am

between March 14 at 8 a.m. and Match 16 at 8 a.m. There

Oplnlon/Focua Desk:

Grand Larceny

were two holes in the wall, holes in the ceiling, several holes

(540) 568-3846

In the sound-proofing panel, and a wooden chair was broken,

breezeoptnionQhotmail.com

as was an air vent.

breezelocusQholmaH.com

A JMU student reported that a JAC card was lost and
"A student passed out
and the girt was taken
»the hospital to be
tfout*

Editor:

imu.edu/senlorchalhnge. Contact Sheila Smith at xS-3564
or willt2ss or Kristin Naytor at naylony with questions
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- volunteers will help organize all aspects. Applications

fraudulently used between the time It was lost and the time
is was reported tost, between Jan. 31 at 12:15 p.m. and

Total number of tickets since Aug 19 19,193
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Feb. 3 at an unknown time.

Total number of drunk in public since Aug 19- 65
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REALTORS"

FOR LEASE
434-5150

MADISON MANOR

Looking for the best summer of your life? Easter Seals Virginia can help you
find it. We are committed to helping people with disabilities gain greater
independence. Join our dedicated team this summer at Camp Easter Seals
Virginia in Craig County. We have job openings for camp counselors and
program leaders (aquatics, horseback riding, music, nature, sports and more).
Room, board, and salary provided. For information, contact Deborah Duerk at
dduerk@va.easterseals.com or at (540) 864-5750. Visit our website to learn
how you can make a difference, www.va.easterseals.com

2 & 3 Bedrooms
Swimming Pool • Fireplaces

fcSlT
Creating solutions, changing lines.

STUDENT HOUSING

BANKER
COMMERCIAL

Ht

www OffCampusHousing com • info@cbcfunkhouser com

PBEXEC
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The Univeristy i
re-opening 5 positions for the
2005-2006 Executive Council

PRINT ADVERTISING
ARTS EVENTS
TECHNICAL SERVICES
MULTI-MEDIA/GRAPHIC DESIGN
FINANCE
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could yofci handle this?

Pick up applications in the UPB office
(Taylor 234) or online at upb.jmu.edu
APPS. DUE BY MARCH 23!
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JMU Freethinkers to
collect aid donations
The JMU Freethinkers
Club will be collecting
donations for Doctors
Without Borders all this
week from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
on the commons.
Doctors Without Borders
is a non-profit organization dedicated to providing
emergency aid to victims
of armed conflict, epidemic, or those with limited
healthcare options.
The Freethinkers will
be handing out Bracelets
of Life, a tool used to
estmate an individual's
nutritional status. They
hope to raise awareness
of malnutrition in countries around the world.
For more information
about Doctors Without
Borders, visit http://www.
doctorswilhoulbordtrs.org.
Music ensembles
finish first, second
The JMU Brass Band defended their honors section title at
the NABBA Championship
XXm March 12
Bands competing in the
championship are challenged with a 30-minute concert program consisting of a
"test^' piece, which tests the
bands musically and technically, and another selection
of tne band's choosing.
The JMU Percussion
Ensemble finished in second place in the percussion
ensembles competition.

CAMPUS
MONDAY, MARCH

10K run raises
money for HHS
BY ALLISON GOSSETT

contributing writer

On Saturday, students and
Harrisonburg residents gathered for the sophomore class
council 10K run/5K walk to
raise money for the Harrisonburg High School Drama Club.
The $1,000 raised through
the event will help the high
school's drama club fund
their trip to Scotland in August, where they will perform
-Godspell" at the 2005 Edinburgh International Festival.
While it will cost roughly $200,000 to send the 50
students to Scotland, Colin
Reynolds, sophomore class
president, felt strongly about
making as much of a contribution as they could to the club.
"I think we al recognize
what a great and special accomplishment the students at HHS

Students chalk up I he sidewalk

have managed in winning the
opportunity to perform in Scotland, and we are all thrilled in
helping them out in any way
to make their aspiration to go a
reality," Reynolds said.
Sophomore Cailtin
Slaughter, who ran in the
10k, said, "1 wanted to run in
the race because it sounded
like fun, and I had gone to
see 'Godspell' at HHS and
was really impressed with the
drama club's performance."
According to sophomore
class vice president Aimee
Cipicchio, they had been publicizing, planning and organizing the details of the event
since winter break ended.
"We had 106 runners,"
said Katie Austen, sophomore class secretary. "It really
brought a smile to my face to
see all the support the community showed."

EVIN SHOAP'jnUor fhoutraptttr
FrMhman Rachel Wengar participate* in UPB't Chalk-a-thon. a contest awarding organization* or Individuate with the beat chalk dacoratlon* Friday on the common*.

Students in same seat likely to succeed

kids gel active at UREG
Children practice
yoga at UREC's
Kid*' Night Out
on Friday which
Included tun.
game* and a pizza
party. The next
Kid*' Night Out
will be April IS.
EVINSHOAP'
leruor photographer
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BY JOCELYN RARDIN

Indiana Statesman
A new theory is being introduced to teachers and students
that says if students sit in the same
seats every day, it can actually
improve their chances of getting
good grades in the classroom.
According to the Arizona
Daily Wildcat, Suzan Delaney, a
psychology professor at the Uni-

presents

osure1

versity of Arizona, said when
students sit in the same seats day
after day they are actually doing
something called "encoding specificity," which helps them better
remember the information they
are learning.
She said encoding specificity has everything to do with
context, meaning the surroundser SEATS, page 4
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SEATS: Learning affected by position
SEATS, from page 3
ings a student is in when learning new material.
"Encoding and retrieving information is a good match because
it helps increase performance,"
Deianey said in the Arizona Daily
Wildcat "Being in the same seat
or in the same mood can help you
remember information."
Deianey said encoding specificity has been studied since the
1970s, and it shows that people
remember the context of how
things were when they were
taught, according to the Arizona
Daily Wildcat.
BU psychology professor Kym
Bennett agrees that encoding specificity could be useful to students.
"I never thought about it before, but it could potentially help
students do well," Bennett said.
Based on her classes, Bennett
said students usually sit in the
same place every day as opposed
to random seating

Although Bennett believes
the difficulty level of the class
doesn't affect where students sit
she said students' moods could
affect how they learn
"Not getting enough sleep
can definitely interfere with students' learning," Bennett said.
\ikki Linstrom, a sophomore
insurance and risk management
major, agreed that sitting in the
same area every day can be beneficial to students.
"Sitting in the same area affects how you do, but not the seat
necessarily," Linstrom said. "I
usually sit in the front."
However, Greg Heselbarth, a
junior secondary education major, said he doesn't believe sitting
in the same spot everyday makes
a difference in learning.
"A seaf s a seat" Heselbarth said.
Both Linstrom and Heselbarth
agree if someone sits in their usual seats, they get annoyed.
It sucks trying to find a new

seat sometimes when a class is
crowded," Heselbarth said.
Linstrom said, "I'm very particular about where I sit. 1 usually sit in
front and if I get there late and have
to sit in back, it's difficult to see."
While both Bennett and Heselbarth agreed that assigned seating is not discriminatory, they do
believe it helps teachers.
"I don't use assigned seating," Bennett said. "The only
reason I would do it is to learn
names quicker, and it's better for
the learning process."
Heselbarth said, "Assigned
seating helps out the teacher. It
creates better student-teacher relationships and helps the teacher
put a name to a face."
Linstrom, however, believes
assigned seating is discriminatory to some students.
"Some people prefer to sit
up front," Linstrom said. "They
should be given the opportunity
to sit where they want."

Brothers with » cause

CAROLYN WALSER imwr pfcuojrupVr
Surrounded by member* of the Slgjna PI brotherhood, junior Aaron Khnmelman
plants a tree at the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum Saturday, March 19.

WORK AT THE BEACH!!!
Duck, NC

Twiddy and Company
Maintenance Assistants

Seasonal employment on the Out^r Banks o£ North Carolina, working for
the area's foremost vacation home rental company. Must be able to
work through Septenber 15,2004 or later. Graduating Seniors are
preferred. Possibility of housing available for minimal monthly rent.
Pay scale: $13.50/hr. for 40/hr. work week.

Job Description:
Provide guests with exceptional service, neat appearance and a great
attitude is a must. Transportation is provided during work hours.
Duties'
• Pick up and deliver guest
supplies
• Unclog toilets
• Pick up trash at houses if missed
by refuse company

*

HooK U
P electronics like
Nintendo, VCR'S, DVD'S etc.
Pick up and deliver items
for repair
Replacing light bulbs, air
conditioner filters, window
and door screens

Apply by sending resume via e-mail to
b»mgno0twlddy. com or
contact:
Betsey Aragno

Human Resources Manager
Twiddy and Company
Duck, NC
(252)457-1170 Phone/Fax

RULE Volkswagen

American University
Washington, D.C.

Jetta Clearance
Event!!

New Jettas are on the way! We have to make room
now! ALL in stock Jettas and Jetta Wagons will be
sold at dealer invoice or below, DIESEL MODELS
INCLUDED!

Of «0>

Take your pick of 1.9% financing for up to 48
months* or 2.9% for 60 months* OR $ 1,000.00 •
Dealer Cash!
■ With Approved Credit through VCI

This summer, soak up some knowledge.
Current-Volkswagen owners receive an additional
$500100 Owner Appreciation discount pr ovided
you finance through VCI!
There's never been a better time to put yourself in
a new Volkswagen! But act fast
Our inventory
is shrinking quickly and we will not be able to offer
these deals again!

www.summer.amerlcan.edu
summer@american.edu
202-885-2421

fJJJ^Volkswagen
314 Lee Jackson Highway
Summon, VA 24401
(800) 277-0598
(540) 886-2357
sale ends on 3/31/05

CLASSES BEGIN IN MAY AND JUNE

MONDAY, MARCH

Wednesday, March 23
8pm
HHS 2301
FREE!!
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For nearly 20
years, Kathleen
struggled with anorexia
and disordered eating.
Now, after a healthy spiritual,
emotional, and physical
recovery process, she is living
her life eating disorder free and
enjoys educating and giving
hope to others through the
story of her journey
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ACROSS
1 Love (Lai.)
5 Cranberry territory
8 Fizz preceder?
12 Labyrinth beast
14 Ethereal
15 Opening night
16 Approach
17 Apiece
18 Small lump
20 This list
23 Judicial garb
24 Contain
25 "Pretty Woman"
star
28 Charged bit
29With23-Down,
bakery buys
30 "Undeniably"
32 Due
34 St Louis landmark
35 Responsibility
36 "Murder, She -"
37 Economist's
concern
40 St. Bernard's
burden
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1

.

43

46

"

41 Beige
42 Baked. Indianstyle
47 Winged
48 Last Supper
group
49 Damon or
LeBlanc
50 Author Wallace
51 Eve's third son

DOWN
1 Pump up the volume
2 Orbiter until 2001
3 Undivided
4 Cavorted
5 Boxer Max
6 "- Town
7 1968 Olympics city
8 Cater to the masses
9 Stead
10 Exam format
11 Burning heap
13 Neckwear
19 Do as you're told
20 Greek X
21 Aerobatic maneuver
22 Arm bone
23 See 29-Across
25 Debater's answer
26 Novice
27 Denomination
29 Tarzan's wife
31"- Stoops to Conquer"
33 Dairy-case item
34 Special vocabularies
36 Marries
37 Smile broadly

38 Bruins' sch.
39 "Phooey!"

40 Recognize
43 Gorilla
44 Flamenco cheer
45 On pension (Abbr.)
46 Somewhat (Suff.)
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Spring has arrived at Sunchase!
The flowers are now in bloom.
Fall is around the corner.
Have you found your room?

Race to the CHASE
and reserve your
space!
Need something now or for the summer? Contact
Sunchase and ask about our immediate availability
and our summer sublet list.
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Protest has wrong target MLB gives its dirty work to Congress
TRAVIS CLARK

Canada

contributing writer

/Mantle
Octm

As most Americans know, this past weekend
marked the beginning of one of the most popular
and well-known college tournaments, the NCAA
Men's Basketball Tournament. This past Thursday,
the same day the tournament began, another momentous event occurred in the wide world of sports
— the House of Representatives held a hearing looking into the problem of steroids in baseball.
As many well-informed sports fans know, a recent rash of players have come forward admitting
to having used steroids — famous players, such as
Ken Caminiti, Jason Giambi and the catalyst that
sparked them all, Jose Canseco. Canseco recently
published a book, pointing fingers and naming
names of players with whom he used steroids, or
had seen using steroids.
The big issue here is this: Should our government be using valuable time debating whether or
not there is a steroid problem in baseball? Should
we as taxpayers be funding a government that will
take hours debating an issue that is not pertinent to
national security? Or the war in Iraq? There are just
so many questions coming from these recent trials
that they seem to make no sense at all.
Baseball has always been known as America's
national pastime. Does that fact make it okay for our
government to dedicate resources to Major League
Baseball because they can't govern themselves?
The only valid argument for why this should happen is because of younger children, who are growing up looking at these famous players, such as
Barry Bonds, Jason Giambi, and so many others,
and thinking that to make it in this sport they need
to look like they do.
Now there are players who have never used
steroids and have dedicated their lives to getting in such pristine physical shape that they
do little else. Most Americans, including myself
at times, are impatient, and want results. Taking steroids could make their rise and success in
sports much easier. However, that is completely

unfair to the people who work as hard as they
can to get where they are. That is why steroidneed to be banned.
It is not. however, the responsibility of our Con
gress to govern Major League Baseball. It is an or
ganization that should be able to take care of itsell
and watch over any issues that America has — issues that could have a negative social effect Tht
players are held under a microscope in the public
eye, and many young children look up to them
what they do and what they stand for. That is why
it is necessary for the MLB to keep strict watch ovei
its players, but our nation's government needs tc
be left out of it. They already have enough on theii
hands, and plenty to deal with.
Trams Clant is a sophomore English major.

OEF THE WIRE

Show me money with real heroes
Horufuras

Nearly 2,400 miles away and 6
months ago, people were unfairly fired
from fast-food jobs for planning to organize and asking for more reasonable
working conditions.
While this may seem like a distant
cause, these limits of time and space did
not keep JMU students from recently
gathering at the downtown Burger King
and waving signs in an attempt to bring
justice back to the 27 Hondurans who
lost their job.
While boycotting chicken bacon ranch
sandwiches in order to bring balance back
to international fair labor practices may
seem far-fetched, the participants truly
believe in the importance of this cause.
The questionable part of their plan is their
focus — for failing to aid the workers.
It is illegal in Honduras to fire anyone for attempting to organize — just
what Burger King did. If the justice
system there does not act, then protesting the Honduran government is more
logical than protesting the company that
took advantage of the system
It would be wonderful if bright poster
board and balsa wood at the local food

MICHAEL MASTROIANNI

The Pin News

chains could topple worldwide oppression. It would truly be a remarkable day
when chanting rhyming slogans at a shift
manager could prompt a call to the national headquarters of an unfeeling multinational corporation. Sadly, this is not the
way the business world operates and often the most important faces are not that
of their destitute employees, but rather
those of Johnson, Grant and Franklin.
While it seems ironically suiting that
the corporation that owns Burger King
acted in a way befitting a royal tyrant, it
is the Honduran government that should
be protecting the rights of their working citizens rather than looking the other
way. The country has an unemployment
rate of 36 percent and the government
should be doing everything in its power
to ensure citizens who have been working hard for years at the same job are not
fired for attempting to receive the most
simple and reasonable considerations from
their place of business.
The protesters certainly had the best intentions in mind as they undertook this national call to action. Hopefully these same
people give equal time to local disturbances.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Bracelet of Life Supports Hunger
Dozens of worthy organizations
that support the increase of funding and research for various diseases have recently adopted a bracelet
campaign, the most famous being the
"LIVESTRONG" bracelets in support
of cancer research I applaud these organizations and their method of raising awareness to thousands of people
across the nation. But 1 would like to
let you all know of a different, leaserknown bracelet that has been in existence since 1998. However, this is
more than just a simple bracelet — it is
a critical tool used to identify children
at risk of starvation.
Doctors Without Borders is a nonprofit organization dedicated to providing emergency medical care to individuals in over 80 countries around
the world. They created a tool called
the "Bracelet of Life," which health
workers use to measure the nutri-

tional status of children. The bracelet
is placed around the upper arm, and
depending on the size, they are categorized into various levels of malnutrition Too often, individuals are in
the "red zone," or suffer from severe
malnutrition. Their upper arms are
measured at less than 11 centimeters
in circumference.
The Bracelet of Life campaign was
launched in 1998 to raise awareness in
the United States on the famine in Sudan. Since then, thousands of concerned
Americans have wom the bracelet and
shown its important use to others.
I encourage everyone to pick up a
Bracelet of Life on the commons this
week and wear it around your wrist in
support of raising awareness on malnutrition around the world.
Maggie Ardiente
senior
Vice-President
JMU Freethinkers

Amid the fall of governments,
the horrors of war and our seemingly meaningless existence, there
is one dung that keeps us going.
Naturally, I'm talking about
money.
The value of money is not
what interests me, although
I like dollars, and I'm hoping
someday they will like me.
Beyond the obvious "legal tender" aspect of currency,
money gives nations a chance to
show what they value culturally.
How does a country decide what
matters that much to them?
France had artists and composers appearing on their currency before the Euro. Russian
bills show the great monuments
of their cities. North Korea has
industrial works and guns.
Apparently, this country values dead presidents.
After seeing a lot of different kinds of currency, I have
determined that U.S. money is
not only the most widely accepted money in the world, but
also the ugliest.
We're not the only country
to put politicians on bills. China
puts Mao Zedong on every note
worth more than 50 cents. But
variety and color set off almost
all money, except ours.
We have the most popular
money on Earth We should show
people we care about things other than our political leaders, and
do so in an artistic way.
Therefore, like the MAC machine, I have "the new color of
money" right here:
On the penny, we should
have Frank Lloyd Wright, the
architect who exemplified an

international style of building.
Benjamin Banneker, the black
mathematician best known for
designing Washington. DC,
should take over the nickel.
Franklin D. Roosevelt should
stay on the dime, and Thomas
Jefferson should get bumped up
to the quarter
Also, John F Kennedy keeps
the half-dollar, and we give the
dollar coin to Miles Davis. If you
don't know who he is, kneel before History of Jazz professor
Nathan Davis and beg for mercy.
George Washington should
stay on the dollar bill, because
it wouldn't be the same without him. Author and folklorist
Zora Neale Hurston should
take over the two dollar bill,
which we should really make
more of. They're the perfect
tip, and they prevent your wallet from getting too fat with
singles. The only problem is
that cash registers would need
a new drawer.
Abraham Lincoln should
stay on the five, but since nine
out of 10 people I've asked don't
know who is on the $10 bill, we
should give the sawbuck to Jonas Saik, the doctor who saved
a generation by developing the
polio vaccine.
American military history
dictates a soldier should appear somewhere, so I suggest
George Marshall, the World
War II general who knew not
only how to fight an enemy,
but also how to build an ally
once the war was over.
In addition, Martin Luther
King, Jr. appears on the fifty,
and Benjamin Franklin keeps
the hundred. On the larger bill-.,
which no one except bankers
and rich people ever see, less-

noted yet still important peopli
should be displayed.
Twentieth-century compos
er Aaron Copland, who fusee
American traditional music witr
ild-.su.il styles, should appeal
on the $500 bill. The prolific ex
plorers Lewis and Clark should
jointly take over the thousand
On the $5,000 and $10,000 bills
teacher/astronaut Christa Ma
cAuliffe and Ralph Ellison, one
of the United States' greatest au
thors, should be memorialized
Native American leader Crazy
Horse should be on the $50,0fX
bill. Anything bigger than thai
would never be seen.
If s tough distilling a natior
into 17 representatives. This
list is not perfect, but if s a littli
broader than one limited to oui
founding fathers.
All these changes call for re
designing the backs of bills anc
coins to illustrate these people';
contributions to the Unitec
States, and using colors othei
than green. Vermillion and ox
blood come to mind.
Also, while we're at it, wt
can make U.S. money friendli
er. Perhaps a cellophane num
ber could be inserted into bill;
so blind people can tell whai
they are. And have you no
ticed that U.S. coins have noi
one single numeral on them'
Non-English speakers can't tel
what they're worth!
Thomas Jefferson once said
our constitution should be re
written every 20 years. If wt
can't manage that kind oi
change, maybe we can managt
to produce some money that';
more than green.
Michael Mastroianni is a col
umnistfor The University of Pitts
burgh's The Pitt News.
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New video game reflects drug society
If s the old tune of a familiar song: Our society's
"entertainment" should reflect our values. If we don't
condone violence, then video games ought not be violent. And according to Michael Patcher, a Wedbush
Morgan Securities analyst, our society does not believe
drugs are an "appropriate thing," n they should not
be included in video games, uitlu i
The makers of the game "Narc" do not agree.
When the game is released for PlayStation 2 and
Xbox next week, the players of "Narc" will be able to
take drugs — as part of the game play, of course, in
which players control one of two narcotics agents. Taking a digital puff of marijuana will temporarily slow
the action of the game. The use of crack momentarily
makes the player a marksman. And using the drugs
leads to addiction, which will cost the player inventory, lead to demotions or result in expulsion from the
police force, halting progress in the game.
Drug use is relatively unexplored territory for an
industry known for portraying violence. While the
Entertainment Software Rating Board has cited 3,000
games for violence since 1994, only 40 have received
citations for drug references or use.
The Electronics Software Association, a trade group,
reported more than half of the regular players of home
consoles such as the PlayStation 2 and the Xbox are
adults. Game publishers are appealing to older players with provocative content. So drugs may not be the

final frontier for exploring real life situations via video
games. They could very well be just the beginning.
There seems to be a market filled with enough adult
home-console owners who want to spend their time
pretending to be drug users.
Patricia Vance, president of the ratings board, notes
the trend with video games is not so much the use of
drugs as it is a move toward greater realism, including
character development, deeper stories and a broader
range of topics. Some gaming professionals argue that
if movies, music and literature can deal with such topics, then games should also.
So, what will be next?
After the games in which players get to run drug
operations or act as undercover narcotics agents, will
there be games designed so players can be active participants in the sex industry and underworld?
The next wave of video games should deal with less
overt, yet just as real instances, in which substances may
be used or abused — like college, for instance. There
does not have to be a mix of drugs and violence to make
the game believable or justify the use of drugs.
Even if a difficult topic like drug use is going to be
tackled in a video game, it is still a game, and it has to
be fun for people — mature people who are 17 years of
age or older, of course.

E-mail darts and pats
><»»%&
brrezedpGkoOmaiLam*
Darts A Pats are \ubmined ammymottsty and printed on a spate-available basis. Submissions art based
upon one person i cpintim of a given
utuatum. person or event and do not
necessarily reftecl the truth.

A "you-know-how-to-havea-good-time" pat to the guy who
came into Sheetz, told everyone he
was "blitzed" and proceeded to yell
"No batta!" as the clerk announced
order numbers.
From two juniors who wish they went
to the same party as you that night.

A "what-happened-to-miss-independent" dart to my roommate's
girlfriend for keeping me up all
night by calling every 10 minutes
until 3:30 a.m. to see if ner boyfriend
had gotten back.
From a sleep-deprived senior who
wishes you'd live a little instead of depending on him for all your fun.

This staff editorial originally appeared in The University of Pittsburgh's The Pitt News.

Take Classes at NOVA
Catch up on coursework or get a
head start on next year's classes.
We have hundreds of transferable
courses at low tuition rates.
Apply and register online!
12-week and 6-week sessions
start May 16 and June 27.

A aon i-prewiu-yuu-iiKe-rne oan
to the bus driver who asked me to go
out with him then didn't remember
my name the next time he saw me.
From a passenger who knows the difference in how each bus drwer performs.

An "I'm-not-sorry-at-all" dart
to the couple who stormed out of
the men's room after I ruined their
marie moment on Saturday night.
From a disgruntled senior who fust
had to use the bathroom.

A "thanks-for-saving-me-$50"
pat to the good Samaritan who
dropped a quarter into my expired
meter.
From a happy girl who wishes to
someday return the favor.

Enroll now and
get $lOO back!
GRE GMAT LSAT MCAT
DAT OAT PCAT TOEFL
Receive a *iOO rebate when you enroll in a
Kaplan course between March 1 and March 31.

Limited time offer!
CM or vtalt m oMne> for more> information or to wall.

g

Northern Virginia
Community College
www.nvcc.edu
703.323.3000
toll free 1577.408.2028
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Here is one mother's story...

- *****

J i
The statistics speak for themselves.
♦ 1/3 o* all college women suffer (torn clinical depression
•:• More than 2.5 mHHon women experience some form of violence
each yea
•:■ 2 out ol 3 women who are attacked, are attacked by someone
they know

SATURDAY. APRIL 9 • 1 - 1 OPM

James Clay • Sidewalk Prophets
Sky Harbor • Power Team
Untitled Skateboard Team Demo
Battle of the Bands • Games
Inflatables

f^i *35
Great Music!
Good News!
All Events FREE!
Bring a Friend!

Ihis is one mother's touching story about her daughter's
struggle with acquaintance tape and depression thof
resulted in suicide. In hopes of he/ping others, she urges
everyone to be aware, to act and to help save lives.

What: "Kristin's Story"
When: Monday, March 21* 8:00 PM
Where: College Center Ballroom
Sponsored by Panheltenic t Inter-Fraternity Council and Delta Delta Delta
For mor. Womarlon obout -luWln'i Story" vM www.ilrtaoWodrta.org/abool/tfory.htm
or contact Adrian Whta at wnta2oa8lmu.edu
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Diamond Dukes take two from Seahawks
Freshman
right-hinder
RyanReld
deliver* a
pitch during
JMU't 3-2 win
over Wagner
College
Saturday. RaM
•truck out
eight and gave
up two rum In
6 1/3 Innlngi
to earn hto
first collegiate
victory.

BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor
f~

■W

It's a good thing Dan
Santobianco decided to change
his shoes.
For the first time this season. JMU's sophomore catcher
switched back to the cleats he
wore in 2004 — the very same
spikes he sported while batting
306 with 12 home runs and 39
runs batted a year ago.
This year hasn't been as
kind.
Coming into Saturday's
doubleheader with Wagner
College (4-8), the Wilmington.
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AMY PATERSON/
pholo editor

Briefing

see BALL, page 9
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BY MATTHEW STOSS

For the first time since the inception of the JMU
Softball Invitational in 2001, the host team went
home with the hardware.
The No. 2-eeeded Dukes beat top seed, University of
Pittsburgh, 5-1 Sunday in the championship game at the
JMU Softball Complex — only two days removed from
a 3-1 loss to the Panthers in opening round play.
"It was a similar game in that we had the lead for
the first three or four innings," JMU Softball coach Katie
Flynn said of Friday's contest. "And we just didn't hit
the rest of the game, and then our defense kicked the
ball around a little bit."
Sunday, it was a different story.
JMU (12-12) took a 3-0 lead in the first inning after
sophomore shortstop Katie George doubled in senior
Katie Jaworski with two outs to put the Dukes up 10. Then junior first baseman Megan Smith knocked in
Katie George and senior Liz George with a single down
the right field line that gave JMU the 3-0 advantage.
Smith finished the game 1 for 3 with two runs batted in.
set WIN. pageS

CAROLYN WALSER'iriuor photo fop ft.,

Sophomore pitcher Ranee Bounds threw 9 2/3 Inning1,
for the Dukes In the JMU Softball Invitational.

—from staff reports

McKenzie., Dukes storm past Hokies
Junior midfielder nets
rive goals in 14-10 win
BY JAMES IRWIN

sports editor

AMY ?ATESSONIphoK «*•»

Freshman midfielder Jufte Stone
battles for the ball.

JMU lacrosse coach Kellie Young
has preached offensive balance all season. Thursday night against Virginia
Tech. the Dukes displayed just that.
Five JMU players scored goals as
the Dukes held off the Hokies 14-10 at
the JMU Lacrosse Complex.

"If s exciting," Young said of the balanced attack. "Everyone's a threat and
ifs tough to shut us down when ifs
not only Kelly Berger
going to the goal."
Lacro—
Berger did her rhursday
part. The sophomore VT
— 10
midfielder scored the JMU — 14
game's first two goals
and finished wiw four
on the night — all in the first period —
as JMU took an 8-5 lead into halftime.
Junior attacker Brooke McKenzie
matched Berger's effort in the second

Dukes nip
Spartans
contributing writer

assistant sports editor
COLLEGE PARK, Md.
— The JMU women's gymnastics team finished fourth at the
University of Maryland quad
meet Friday.
The Dukes tallied a final
score of 186.60. The University of Arizona won the meet
with a score of 195.65, Maryland was second at 194.125,
the University of Rhode Island
was third at 189.975.
JMU freshman Melissa Morganstem led the Dukes with a
season-high all-around score of
37.425. Morganstern finished
sixth overall.
Sophomore Natalie Moore
was scored a 9.50 to finish fifth
on the balance beam.
JMU is back in action Saturday when it hosts the ECAC
championships.

CASEY TEMPLETON/j«»T>fc»'irrqr*»'
Junior Bob Allensworth
return* a shot during JMU's
4-3 win over Norfolk State.

BY ORRIN KONHEIM

Dukes capture
first JMU Softball
vitational title

—from staff reports

JMU fourth at
UMD quad meet

the first day I've had them
this year."
In game one, Santobianco
went 1 for 2 with a double.
"He hit 12 home runs as a
freshman and we're counting
on him to be a staple in the
middle of the lineup," JMU
coach Spanky McFarland
said. "If we are going to do
this, this year, he is going to
have to hit."
One person who is thrilled
with Santobianco's resurgence is freshman right-handed starting pitcher Ryan Reid.

TopDogs

Woodnick wins
state crown
JMU senior Jason Woodnick
captured the state championship on the horizonal bar Saturday, at the 2005 Virginia Collegiate Championships.
The Germantown, Md. native
scored 8.70 in the event Woodnick was JMU's top scorer in five
of six events. He finished the allaround competition in third place
with a total score of 50.95.
The College of William &
Mary won the team competition
led by Roman Jackson, who won
the state title in the floor exercise,
vault and all-around competition.
Jackson finished with an
overall score of 52.10. William
& Mary amassed 210.05 points
to JMU's 196.45.
The Dukes head to Springfield. Mass. March 25 to 26 for
the ECAC Championships

Del. native was hitting .196
with 1 RBI in 12 games.
"I've never
struggled like Baseball
this before," Snlurm,
Santobianco ♦VC
— 2
said. "This was JMU — 3
my weekend
to rum things around."
Against
the
visiting
Seahawks, Santobianco and
his old kicks went 3 for 3
with 2 RBls in JMU's 3-2 win
in game two. The Diamond
Dukes took game one, 5-4 at
Long Field/Mauck Stadium.
"1 wore them all last year,"
Santobianco said. "Today's

period, scoring four goals after halftime.
McKenzie finished the game with five.
"Ifs a total team effort," McKenzie
said. "Ifs not looking for one person.
Whoever is in the right position at the
right time is going to put it in the cage."
On her fourth goal of the game,
McKenzie was that person in the right
place. With sophomore attacker Jess
Maggio controlling the ball behind
the Hokies' net McKenzie broke for
the goal. Maggio sent a pass over the
set LAX. page 9

The JMU men's tennis team
capitalized on a pair of forfeits to
beat Norfolk State 4-3 Saturday.
Tie Dukes, who are in the middle of a tour-game, six-day stretch
redeemed themselves after losing
4-3 to the Richmond Spiders Friday.
"I think if 11 help our confidence," coach Steve Secord
said. "It is a long stretch, so
ifs important to keep ourselves
healthy and focused."
Norfolk State arrived to the
match missing their No tVseeded
player Kirk Thomas putting JMU
at an immediate advantage Men's
in the doubles Tennis
competition Saturday
where the first Norfo*. —
of seven points JMU —
is decided. With
an automatic win by default the
Dukes only had to win one of two
doubles matches to take the point
"1 wasn't quite sure what to
expect. They change year to year
and I figured we would have a
decent match," Secord said.
Both teams delivered, with
the team of senior David Emory
and freshman Jesse Tarr winning
8-4 and the team of freshman
Carlin Campbell and junior Bob
Allensworth winning 9-7.
Needing only to win two
out of five singles matches,
JMU did just that with two-set
victories by Emory and sophomore Brian Clay.
Emory quickly disposed of
opponent Jakub Novak, 6-0,6-4. In
a battle of two baseliners, Emory
won by cutting better angles and
holding on to his serve.
"The second set [Novak]
picked it up, but I got the early
break in the first service game
and we rode it out," Emory
said. "He couldn't do anything
about my serve."
While Allensworth was ending his singles match with a 2-6,36 defeat Clay dinched the win by
closing out Spartan right-hander
Stephen Charter in straight sets,
6-2 6-2 Throughout the match.
Clay put pressure on Charter to
force him to hit defensively.
"It was a windy day and he
was rolling balls back, playing
defensively," Clay said. "I tried
to put the pressure on him and
move up |to the net]."
Campbell managed to stay in
his game after dropping his first
set to win the second, pushing
his match to a 10-point tiebreaker, which he lost 10-8. Tarr also
had a match extend to a hebreak,
which he lost 6-2 4-6,0-1 (7-10).
The Dukes will host Stony
Brook University Wednesday at
the tennis courts adjacent to the
Convocation Center.

Doubles teams lead Dukes over Norfolk State
BY JOHN GALLE

staff writer
The JMU women's tennis team remained undefeated
Saturday after blanking Norfolk
State 7-0 in its first home game
of the season.
The doubles play (or the
Dukes dominated as they won
all three matches, giving them a
one-point advantage going into
singles play. Doubles has b«n
a main focus of the Dukes this
l and ifs paying off.

In the four matches this season, the Dukes have won 11 out
of 12 doubles matches.
"We do a
lot of doubles Woman*
drills." senior Tennis
Kristen Veith Saturday
said. 'Ifs some— 0
— 7
thing we've _
focused on and
ifs definitely one of our strengths."
The Dukes took all three games
convincingly 8-3,8-2 and 8-1.
"Ifs relatively early in the season, but I'm happy where we are

right now," coach Maria Malerba
said. "I can see things we've been
working on in practice [coming
through in games]."
The singles play for the Dukes
was just as dominant. Junior Kristin
Nordstrom and sophomores Mary
Napier, Lauren i.r.iham and
Catherine Phillips all defeated their
respective opponents in straight
sets. Veith won by default in the
third set after a Norfolk State player
retired at 3-0. Finally, junior Ashley
Reyher won the longest match of
the day, 1M in the third set.

Expectations are high after
a 4-0 start this season. In addition, the team has a high level
of confidence.
"We've all been playing well
in practice and we're going in
with full confidence," Veith said.
Senior Rebecca Vanderelst
said, "Team unity is our biggest
strength. We also have a lot of
depth this year."
The Dukes are back in action
at home on Wednesday against
Stony Brook University. The
match is scheduled for 2:30 p.m.

CASI-Y n-MHJ-ltlNMtf^,,,,,^
Senior Rebecca Vanderelst returns a shot during
JMU's match against the Norfolk State Spartans
Saturday. The Dukes blanked the Spartans 7-0 on tka
strength of their doubles play.
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"I think the first half defense is what
we're working to have," Young said. "If s
a doubling defense that's aggressive."
Senior defender Johanna Buchholz
said the aggressiveness came from better communication off the ball, and
against the Hokies — a team that feeds
inside — Buchholz said it was imperative to be aggressive.
"We like to pressure the ball against
a team like that," Buchholz said. "Our
positioning was a lot better because we
were communicating, and that helped
us stay with our attacker."
Down 6-2 with 9:16 to go in the
first half, Virginia Tech started to crack
fMU's defensive armor and mounted a
rally before halftime. The Hokies closed
to 7-5 on midfielder Jackie Gray's goal
late in the opening period.
But JMU answered quickly. Off a
loose-ball turnover, McKenzie found
Maggio, who drove toward the goal
and drew a foul. Maggio's free posi-

tion shot was knocked down, but she
corralled the rebound and shoveled the
ball past Schiavone with 28.2 seconds
left in the half.
"My shot got blocked," Maggio
said. "It hit off the goalie and I just
grabbed it in the air and snapped it into
the goal."
Virginia Tech rallied again in the
second half and closed to 8-7 on midfielder Lindsay Pieper's goal with 25:04
left in the game, but the fired-up Hokies never got closer. The Dukes countered with four straight goals — one by
freshman attacker Julie Stone, two by
McKenzie and one by sophomore midfielder Lynlea Cronin — to give JMU a
12-7 cushion with 18:36 left to play.
The Dukes, who were embarrassed
by Virginia Tech in a scrimmage last fall,
led by at least three the rest of the way.
"It was that vivid memory of the
fall when they beat us," Berger said.
"We weren't letting it happen again "

BALL: Dukes clip Seahawks' wings
BALL, from page 8

Ihe 6-foot, 215-lb. Maine native was a
direct benefactor of Santobtanco's offense.
Reid, JM U' s starter in game two, cruised
through six and two-thirds innings of shutout baseball before running into trouble in
the top of seventh when Wagner scored
two runs on a single and fielder's choice.
Freshman right-handed reliever Patrick
Riley came on and got the final out in the
shortened second game of the twin bill.
"I've been struggling a little bit,"
Reid said. "Today, I finally came around
and right now, it's whatever I can do to
help the team win."
Reid's performance Saturday earned
him his first collegiate victory while improving his record to 1-1. He struck out
eight and relinquished seven hits while
yielding two earned runs.
Riley picked up the save — the first of
his college career.
"When Ryan keeps the ball down, he's
as good as we've got" McFarland said.
"He's a competitor, has a really good arm
and is really mature for a freshman."
Reid was handed d lead early when
sophomore center fielder Skyler Doom led
off JMU's half of the first inning with his

third home run of the year. The solo-shot
put the Diamond Dukes (5-10) up 1-0.
Doom is JMU's leading hitter with a 376
average coming into Saturday's action.
"I've been working on sitting back and
letting the ball come to me," Doom said. "I
try to go to the opposite field and react to
the inside pitch."
Santobianco would tack on two more
in the bottom of the fourth with a two-run
single down the left field line.
In game one, JMU won in the bottom
of the ninth on a sacrifice fly off the bat
of freshman left fielder Keller, Kulbacki,
which scored junior second baseman Michael Cowgill from third. Sophomore
right-hander Travis Risser picked up the
win to go to 3-1 for the year.
JMU is two games into a nine-game
home stand — the next of which will be
Tuesday afternoon when the Diamond
Dukes host Ohio University at 2:30 p.m.
W*flf>.f
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Freshman left fielder Kalian
Kulbacki use* hit beat moves In
an attempt to avoid being hit by a
wayward pitch In the second game
of Saturday's doubleheader against
Wagner College at Long Field/
Mauck Stadium. Kulbacki finished
the day 0 for 2 with a walk.

2B — (J) Sena HR — (J) Doom
Racorda JMU (4-10. 0-0 CAA). Wagner (4-S)

WIN: JMU takes crown
WIN. from page 8

"I always say to myself, see
the ball, hit the ball," Smith
said. "So I just go up there and
take my h.irks "
Katie George went 2 for 3,
adding a single to her double, a
run scored and two RBIs — the
second of which came on a
squeeze play that scored senior
left fielder Natalie Burd from
third. It put the Dukes on top
by 4-1.1 Ml tacked on their final
run courtesy of a wild pitch that
scored Jaworksi.
"We wanted to put pressure on
them," Flynn said of the squeeze
play. "We've done it two, three
times this year and Katie George
is one of our best bunters."
Pitt's lone run came in the
bottom of the second on an RBI
single. The rest of the Panther offense was held in check by starting pitcher Liz George.
The left-hander went all seven innings striking out three and
scattering five nib, while improving her overall record to 6-2.
In the Invitational, Liz George
went 3-0 in 16 innings of work.
She struck out four, gave up nine
hits and tossed two complete
games. The Dukes went 4-1.
"This year, m have stronger
and fresher arms," Liz George
said. "The games aren't all on
one pitcher. Renee' [Bounds] has
come in and taken the pressure
off of me and Brie [Carrera]."
Bounds,
a sophomore
right-hander picked up the
win in Saturday's tournament
game against Morgan State.

She threw a one-hitter in an
abbreviated five-inning game
in which the Dukes slaughterruled Ihe Lady Bears 13-0.
With Sunday's win JMU
has won six out of seven games,
pushing its record to 500 after
losing six in a row between Feb.
19 and March 6.
"I think we always had the
intensity and attitude to win,"
Katie George said. "But we rust
had to get the kinks out — the
small parts of Ihe game, like getting bunts down."
At the time, the Dukes had
yet to play a home game.
"We're really happy to be
home," Liz George said. "We've
been on the road for the last
month. It's good to finally sleep
in our own beds and have our
home fans."
After a trip to Liberty University Wednesday, JMU opens
up Colonial Athletic Association
play Saturday, when Towson
University visits the Complex
for a doubleheader. The first
game starts at noon.
"We've stayed patient and
positive," Flynn said. "And if s
all paying off because we're
playing our best ball going into
CAA play."
JMU
Plnaburgh
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Racorda JMU (12-12. 0-0 CAA).
paatwgh (11-14)

James McHone Jewelry will be giving away $ 100
to a person wearing one of his t-shirts.
Tuesday March 22nd
5:30 pm on the bottom floor of Festival Dining Hall.

jtwtlry

No Catch...
it is that simple.
Need directions or a shirt call 433-1833

SUMMER JOB!

EARN OVER

Sio.oooi

PAID INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY

SUMMER JOB / PAID INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY
VIRGINIA BEACH. VA
TELESCOPE PICTURES* / SUNRAYS STUDIO Is Now Hiring for the Summer of 2005
LIVE AND WORK ON THE BEACHI
Outgoing Personalities With A Winning Smile Can Earn Over $8,000
No Photo Experience Necessary.
Check Out Our Website for More Information
And Apply Directly On Line at
www.SUNRAYSSTUDIO.COM
No Beach House. No Worries...
Mousing Available

ADVENTURES
♦

HI-FI!

NEW & USED CDs • DVDs • MORE!
PLUS IP's • cassottos • NOVELTIES • VIMYL • books • VIDEOS • FREE special orders
■■sic accessories • ajoiulMS • INDIES i Imports • HARD-TO-FIND MUSK • open 7 •«»«!

LISTEN TO ANY CD BEFORE YOU BUY!
NFW & USED CDs • IP. • VINYl • CASSETTES • DVD • VHS • CASH FOB YOUR MUSICI

MI

What A Record
Store Should Be!
us in MUM isvaui wmunAimmnK.com
MHiuumanvi AiMMceaaeMieei
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Spring Break left you broke?
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(J) ui Oeonje and S*ar*. (P) Hunan.
BoaaCk (6) and McGraoot
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JAMES UCHONE

19

Freshman Whrtnle
Ray pinch runs
for the Dukaa In
the JMU Softball
Invitational. JMU
won the event tor
the first time In
the tournament's
history by defeat
Ing the University
of Pittsburgh
Sunday afternoon
In the title jama.

AX: Hokies' gobble silenced
[cage and McKenzie rifled a one-timer
past Virginia Tech goalkeeper Nikki Schi[ avone to give the Dukes an 11-7 lead.
"Like we said from the start, we
don't have one go-to player," Berger
said. "Everyone's coming up big. Even
the people who aren't on the board are
doing a lot behind the scenes that open
up opportunities for everybody else."
Part of that is providing good feeds
in the middle. JMU finished the game
with three assists
"1 don't think we're a team that feeds a
lot," Maggio said. "This game we had a lot
of assists. It helps our attack a lot."
Maggio had one of those assists on
McKenzie's one-timer. Senior attacker
[essica Brownridge added the other two.
Another "behind-the-scenes"- stat
is turnovers. JMU caused 20. Young
said her defense — which had been a
focal point at practice — looked better
against Virginia Tech.

THE BREEZE

Our work) class HJUD School program and faculty alow you to Cutty
immerse yourstM in cross cultural businass practices and concepts both hart In our staie-ol-tha-art hearties and abroad through study tours
to multiple international destinations What's more, our graduates enjoy
exciting carters in diverse industries worldwide. With the Program,
youwl:
• Jota a rattled groap of stedeats haNtag from across
ttMoioDe.
• Ears your degree M as little at one year or follow
a self-paced formal.
• atoteftt from tie tretastdoas iataraalioaal weerliee
ofoorfacufty.
• Meet infernafconal experts ft C€0» aad hear tkeir
views oa goiag-to-markat.
For immediate information, cal 610-660-3220. o« e-mail aa«ejHju.eee
Or visit www.S*.eejs/it«TERNATIOWU. MARKETING

#HAUB

THE ERIVAN K. HAUB SCHOOL Of BUSINESS

SAINT JOSEPH'S UNIVERSITY
Spirit.
Intellect. Purpose.
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ReeL ReFLections
Round two of 'Ring' falls short, leaves audience wanting more
BY PAUL ROBERTSON

staff writer
That pesky, homicidal VHS tape is back with a
vengeance in "The Ring Two." This time, though
the victims are the audience members who have the
grave misfortune ot sitting through nearly two hours
of horror cliches, jump scares as planted as com
rows and so much cast-off dialogue that one would
believe it was pulled from the depths of a soap
opera screenwriter's wastebasket "If you ever get
scared, just listen to the sound of my voice ... follow
it" says an almost-convinringty frightened Rachel
(Naomi Watts, "21 Grams") to her son. Aidan (David
Dorfman, "The Ring"). Heard that before? Thought
so. "The Ring Two" has nothing new to offer anyone,
especially fans of the horror genre.
Samara (Daveigh Chase, the voice of Lilo
in "Lilo and Stitch"), is back from the murky
well into which she was cast at the end of "The
Ring." This time, she only wants the nurturing
affection of a mother figure, which is completely ludicrous in light of the conclusion of the
first film. Samara places herself into yet another
videotape in order to perpetuate (ear, death and
plentiful box office receipts.

"The Ring Ttoo"
Starring:
Naomi Watts, David Dorfman
Running time:
/// mins
Rated: R

At the start of the film, Rachel investigates the mysterious death of a 17-year-old
boy who died in front of a television set on
a soaked living room carpet. She finds and
ejects the wicked tape and burns it in .1 fire
barrel beneath the Golden Gate Bridge. The
tape squeals in the fire. Yes, it literally shrieks,
like a ghost. Samara gets angry and does what
any child ghost in her situation would do
— she takes over the body of Rachel's son,
Aidan, in an attempt to find motherly support
in Rachel.

Gore Verbinski, who directed "The Ring,"
unfortunately did not return to direct this
worn and tattered sequel. Hideo Nakata, who
directed "Ringu," the scary Japanese film on
which the original was based, has directed
"The Ring Two" with a labored lack of confidence. While his shots are well-staged, he has
seemingly no control over his cast.
The performances are mostly mediocre at
best, which is a shame considering Watts's
already-proven acting talent. The exceptions
include Sissy Spacek, who delivers an excellent
cameo as Samara's troubled and mentally ill
biological mother. Chase, as Aidan. is convincing in his roll as a frightened little boy with a
ghost stuck in his soul.
The film's score is dreadful. There are
moments that are accentuated by "danger
music" that just seem ridiculous. One such
moment occurs during a scene that involves
a visit to Samara's old house. As Rachel
drives down a dirt road, so many high notes
are struck that it seems as though the score is
trying to remind the audience that "The Ring
Two" is, indeed, horrifying. It begs to evoke
scares. Apparently driving down a dirt road

at 15 mph in the middle of the day is a very
frightening ordeal.
"The Ring Two" is a muddled film at best
It has an incoherent plot and no true moment!
of suspense or fear. The frightening jolts that ib
trailers promise are lost amidst a poorly writter
script and a commitment to meet a cliche-perten-minutes quota. Save your money. Rent the
original film or just watch the trailer and mala
up a storyline to go along with the images
Anything imagined will likely be better thar
what this soggy sequel has to offer.
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CONTINENTS^
BY BEN SCHINELLER

contributing writer

AMY PATKRSON/pfioM rdiMr

FrMhman Travis Hockswondot play* ttw Militant of an Asian-art dealer In "36 Views."
The play ran from March IS to 19 In Theatre II.

Senior Aiko Yasuhara and Steve Cembrinkski
brought Naomi Iizuka's "36 Views" — a meditation on the authenticity of art and identity — to
life in Theatre II last week.
In the play, Claire Tsong (senior Leigh
Diveris) is determined to ruin the integrity
of Asian-art dealer Darius Wheeler (senior
David Schrock). Her chance to thwart
Wheeler presents itself when she convinces
Wheeler's assistant John Bell (freshman Travis
Hockswender) to help her produce a false
Chinese document. The document potentially
would be valuable as a historical artifact, so
Tsong tries to sell the fake piece to Wheeler.
Diveris dazzlingly delivered her lines
with an eerily calm conviction. She walked
with a subtle, but arrogant swagger, perfectly
adhering to the sly and confident nature of
Tsong'5 character. Playing opposite Diveris,
Hockswender effectively depicted John's
uncomfortable situation, instilling his lines
with a sense of frustration and fear. Diveris
and Hockswender had excellent chemistry and
boosted the performance of the rest of the cast
challenging them to match their energy — their
scenes together were the best of the show.
Wheeler, while trying to obtain the manuscript,
meets Elizabeth Newman-Orr (freshman Brittney
Fei), a journalist trying to catch him in the theft
of a Chinese national treasure. Wheeler also
pursues an intimate relationship with Setsuko
Heam (junior Alice Shen), an assistant professor
of Asian studies under Owen Matthiassen (junior
Kevin Branson).
Schrock did an excellent job establishing
his character in his opening monologue,
nonchalantly describing a life-threatening
situation in Asia that he experienced.

However, Schrock never fully developed
his character as the powerful — and
despised — legend described by others in
the play. Instead, he portrayed Wheeler as
cool and laid-back.
Chen began poorly with an awkward
delivery in her first scene opposite Schrock.
However, as the show progressed, Chen built
off of the energy of the cast and brought her
character, Heam, to a forceful catharsis in her
fight with Wheeler at the end of the play.
The action of the play pushed forward using
methods of the Japanese Kabuki theatre, such as
Hikinuki and Bakkaeri costume changes — onstage changes that allowed for a seamless flow
from one scene to another. While these costume
changes weren't as grand as described in the
notes of the play, senior Stephanie Schneider
still demands respect for her costume design in
the complex traditions of a foreign theatre style.
Additionally, Dramaturg senior Rachel Bauder
deserves applause for ensuring the traditions of
the Kabuki theatre, like the traditional costume
changes, were properly executed.
Unique aspects of the performance
were its sound and music, designed by
senior Jeff Jones. In addition to using
the clapping of Ki sticks to quickly jump
scenes and keep pace, Jones also contributed original music, playing live tunes on
the bamboo flute that set the mood during
certain key scenes, and further contributed to the Oriental aura of the play.
Junior Evan Moritz's lighting design
rounded out the technical achievements
of the show. In one scene, Moritz accented
Wheeler's description of a strange blue in
a forged painting by shifting the lights to
a jarring blue hue that upset the eye and
provided a perfect visual accompaniment
to Wheeler's words.

Spring formals great place to flaunt fashion sense, new styles
As the weather warms up, formals and other events that require a
little gussying up are just around the
comer. Here are some tips that will
make getting glam a cinch.
Girt Style
The latest Gap advertisement
starring Sarah Jessica Parker features the slogan "enjoy being a
girl." There are so many fabulous
options available when it comes to
dressing up. Step out in breathtaking dresses, to-die-for shoes and
bold accessories.
Formals are big in the upcoming months, especially for sororities and fraternities. A wide variety
of attire may be considered acceptable — from long or short dresses
to -kirts. However, remember the
style of the outfit must be appropriate for the event as well as fig-

ure-flattering.
A cocktail or knee-length dress
is great because it allows for more
movement, but avoid micro-mini
length. Opt for vibrant colors like
pink, turquoise or green. Black
dresses are classic. Just make sure
you pair yours with a killer accessory like gold stilettos or a chunky
coral necklace.
Stay away from your beaded
and sequined dresses of yesteryear.
Update your look in silk or chitfon
or a fabric with a floral motif.
Strapless dresses are great — fust
make sure they stay up without constant tugging. A deep V-neck works
for girls with larger busts — think
Catherine Zeta-Jones' red-carpet
style. Those with smaller busts have
more leeway with tops. Just make
sure they fit well.
If dresses make you cringe, try a

snazzy full skirt. One embroidered
with sequins or beads instantly dress
es up your look. Pair it with a simple,
slim-titting tank and strappy shoes.
Shorter dresses and skirts also
will look great for spring weddings
and other events in April.
Avoid huge purses and opt for a
sleek clutch. Try one with feminine
details like a bow or a python print.
As a bonus, you can carry these out
on the town.

them give you a chance to shine.
Simplicity is crucial with a tux. The
classic black-and-white look never
looks dated. Tuxedos can be found
at Classic Tuxedo at 171 Neff Ave.
in Harrisonburg.
If tuxes are not required, a suit
is a surefire choice. A black, grey
or pinstriped suit looks formal. Let
your style shine through by adding
your own dress shirt and tie. Brooks
Brothers and Banana Republic have a
nice and affordable selection.
Stay away from matching your
date's style because not only will it
nauseate others, but it will conjure
up images of high school prom. Find
a look that compliments your date's
style, not mimics it.

Guy Style
OK fellas, you know you look
great in suits. Events that call for

Hair
Ladies, please refrain from stiff
up-dos. It's not normal for your hair
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to appear virtually untouched th<
morning after an event. Moveable.
touchable styles are fresh. If youi
hair normally is stick-straight,
then wear it wavy by using Velcrc
rollers or a curling iron. If youi
hair is curly, wear it straight. J.Lo'i
signature half-up style also looki
formal. A ponytail is a simple and
classic option as well.
Guys, you should appear polished for a formal function. Get
yourself a fresh haircut. If you
never shave your facial hair ther
trim it up some. Surprise your dati
by being pleasantly groomed. F01
those who always are so fresh and'
so clean, keep up the good work.
When it comes to getting dressed
up, remember to have fun with it
it shouldn't be something to dread
It's your time to feel like the belle (01
beau) of the ball.

I

Classifieds

COl.l H'.E STATION Four Bedroom fully HUNTERS RIDGF. CONDO FOR
furnished Townhome. w/ Washer/ Dryer. RENT I340K 3rooms avail wsh' dryer
Newly Painted - Nice $900 mo. 478-S408 in unit 3rd flr shared living area balcony5
BEDROOM.
2
BATH,
N.
Girls Only-Move In Aug.2005 $2SOmlh
Hie,II
Inline, included
SSIO
OUTER BANKS. NC - Urge lammer ♦ Ulil Call 804-741-4000(804) 741 -4090
each. Available July I. H28-0464 renul built tn 2005 Kill Devil Hills
close to beach. A/ C, W/ D. cable, HUNTER'S RIDGE CONDO FOR
J BDRM Til NEAR FOREST TflLLS sleep 12. SI25 per week each May RENT I336D 2 rooms 1st Fir 4 bedroom. 3 1/2 bath Townhouse on Sept. Call Adam @JJ2-44°-2222
Boys Only-win dryer in unit-shared
(rrcenbriarDrive DrcLulTKilcheol Large
living area $250mlh per room*Uril
downstairs bedroom has pnvale entrance ■1 BEDROOM : BATH vtcumn houae.
Move in Aug 1.2005 (804) 730-3129
Eaay Parking. New Paml A Carpel! washer dryer, hardwood floors, cab+eAvailable July OS. Call (5401 82K-0220 ceilmg fan in eachraom, backyard, no pets. FOR RENT Upscale I bedroom, walk
9/1 $1200/ month/ deposit 340-43J-7323 downtown $750433-7325(540)433-7325
3
BEDR<»M
HOUSE,
Small
Bascmem, W/ D 210 W. Wolfe
APARTMENTS
TS
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT « Hiaatar's
Available
(.10!
828-0*64
Ridge 4 Bedrooms. Washer and dryer.
FOR RENT
Spa Walking durance to JMU $300.00
4 BEDROOM HOUSE, balhroon. I -\R(.i
BR Ceananeat Location. a month per person Call (540)-298laundry, basement, parenu co-sign, least,
7
Available '/I or 8 I . Good Condition, 2716 or (540) -810-2191 Secutity
deposit. S900'monlh. Comer Maryland AC, No Pets, $390. (540) 433-1569 deposit and first month rent required.
Ave and South High Street 434-8884

SUMMER JOB
Muunutten River Adventures, tnc
kou ii locking 5-7 men and women for
full-time summer emntovmeDt.
provides cawtxing. kayaking, rafting, river tubing, bui tours, and rock
climbing adventres

MIU

ALMOST NEW, URGE I BR 2-BEDROOM APT $500 3-bedroom
Great Condition and Location. All house. $900 both on quiet side street near
Appliances. AC. Available 8/17. No JMU No smoking, no pen 434-5151
Pats. $450 -$525, (540) 433-1569

SUMMER
SUBLET AVAILABLE
bedroom in southvjew apartment, may- 19% MAZDA 626 Sipd, AM/ FM
august $331 month (540) 438-2538 CD. Keyless Entry*Security. Alloy
W'hecls.193.000
miles
and
still
strong.
30mng, $1300
2
BLOCKS
FROM
CAMPUS. running
2
BR
Townhouse with W/D. OBO Call Chris @ (540) 746-6717
NAGS HEAD SUMMER RENTAL good condition, $585. 433-1569
5/15/05 lo 9/15/05. Large 8-person
^96
NISSAN
ALTTMA
GXEr
House. 2 Kitchens. 3 Baths. S5S0V OFF-CAMPUS HOUSiNG Moving/ $1500
OrBestOfTcr.
automatic,
person. 433-2126 or wwwfoebx.com living off campus'' Use JMU's official CD
player
(540)
830-2034
off-campus housing website lo find
• MR HOUSE! giew location and housing, roommaies. sublets. A
condition. W/D. 8/17, $725, 433-1569 more
hltp //webjmuedu/ocMtitings
BARTENDING! $250Atay Potential.
ROOMS FOR RfcNT Great house and HUNTER'SRIDGET6wT^b^SE$699 No
experience
necessary. Training
locaiion. 3 blocks from campus between WOW! 1303 Bradley Drive. 4 Bedrooms. provided (800) 965-6520 Ex.212
DownUmn and RMH Call if you have 2 Baths $174 per student. 540 435-2199
any question* or iiwrcat (540)435-9269
FULLTIME SUMMER NANNY for
FOR RENT Hunter s RidgeTbne large 2 boys (8 and 6) in RestonHemdon.
bedroom with private bath. $350/ Own car a plus Live-in available Pool
Student Friendly Housing month One bedroom $210 month membership, flexible schedule, generous
KIM I- li/ahc-ih. West Waler, 3 and
Available August 1, '05. (540) 578-0745 time off Contact frankomi^Mnmi org; or
eve. (703) 716-0304; day (301 > 215-8880
4 bedrooms, parking, yard, W/D,
ix >WNTOWN 73A Em Martket, 2
smokers & pets welcome. June I,
bedroom, 450/mo, deposit year'lease- YARD WORK At private home.
for details call 879-9947
Augnl. UlllltlC'
ided. wired DSL $10
hour
(5401
433-1535
KH'R
BEDROOM
FULLY
11 RNISHr.DCollegeStttionTosvnhome.
Washer T>yer Newly Painted - Nice.
Available now. S900 mo. 478-5408

LIVE AND WORK on (he Outer Banks
(Nags Head area Hhis summer Nowhinng
forall positions Pleasevmi HW muorth
com for infomuiKM. and an application.

Congratulations
to the
2005-2006
Breeze

FASHION TIME in The Valley Mall
is no4* hiring for all positions, for both
morning and evening shirts (.'on.miti.on
based pay. Call (703) 380-0961 or come
pick up an application (540) 433-2112
APPRENTICESHIP ON ORGANH
Vegetable & Herb Farm in Keeiletown.
VA. Call 8IO-25K7 for application

is tac.ssnd acnm from
Maiiaminen Resort

MRA

Employees must be motivated,
entbusiastic. self-managed, and
have a good driving record

I

liiUNHOUSE RENTAL 1214 Forrest
Hill 3 bedroom 2 12 baths walk to
JMU $900 lease deposit Fireplace
Hess & Miller (540) 434-7383
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DRIVING
for
small

289-4066
www.canoe4u.com
MauamatenRiverlpiAol. com
LIFEGUARDS/POOL MANAGERS'
Now hiring for summer 2005 NoVa
areas! Competitive Pay! Call now or
visit website!
wwwprtmter4tl.coM
l-877-SEE-POOL
(703) 426-1406
RECREATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT
suit Wanted. Mist Island is currently
iceking cast and crew for Spring and
Summer Season. Work and Train
with flexible hours now for a great
summer position. Airbrush Tattoo
Artists, Shaved Ice Servers. RoboSurf.
Orbttron. Watertag LazerTag operators,
and event staff needed Starting
Pay $7hr plus bonuses. Visit www.
misrvalley.com for application or call
for more information. (540) 607-6670
WOELFEL RESEARCH INC. is raring
pan-time telephone interviewers, no
selling involved. Shifts are MondayFriday: 5pm-ll:30pm; Saturday 12pm6pm; Sunday lpm-6pm Pay rate discussed
al interview. Call (540) 574-4625
Make $75 taking surveys online.
www.GeiPaldToThink.com

Advertising
staff!

WEST*
Gas
paid
transporting
nice
dog
(540)574-2112

KYMVB. One dj> tint Tandei
jumps from 13.500' from our 2
jumper aircraft
Gift Certificair
877-DIV1SK1.
(877 -3
WANT TO CUT YOUR HOUSING
COSTS while at JMU? Buy a house here
with your parents! Get roommaies to pay
most of your rent, while you build equity
and your parents write off interest 3%
down payment* available Sound good?
Call Don Karman at CTX Mortgage540/564-0202 or 888^56-4433 toll free
$4 50GROUPrTJNDllAISER Scheduling
Bonus. 4 hours of your group's time plus
our free (yes. free) tundraismg lolutions
equals $ 1.000-$2,000 in earnings for your
group. Call today for a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non-sale* fundraiser
with Campus Fundraiser.
Contact
CarrviuFundraiser. (888) 923-3238.
Of Visit wwwtiimpu.itumJraiwrinm

Aaron Umberger
Melissa Watts
Brian Sikorski
Regina Mannino
Ryan Croft
Doug Montone
Kevan Maclver
& Kristen Blanco

• I NAGS HEAD STUDENT SUMMER
Rentals, $mtbrmrurealry com for pictures,
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KNITTINC KRAZINESS

klaZy knceJle«

MARCH 24, 2005
7-10PM AIRPORT LOUNGE
CO-SPONSORED BYTHEJMU KNITWIT5,
THEY WILL TEACH HOW TO KNIT.
HATCH THE KNITTING KRAZE!
•YARN AND KNITTING NEEDLES PROVIDED*
HTTP-.//UPB.JMU.EDU

FREE!!!
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Meeting
Everyone Welcome
Honored Guest and Speaker
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From GMU'i National Center for Biodefriur

Ken Alibek. M.D., Ph.D., ScD.
Fanner Deputy Oriel, USSR Offensive Bio Weapons Pjngram
Presents:
Business of Bio terrorism
Wednesday, March 23rd @ 4:00pm
HHS Room 2301
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RT Computer Systems
o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

Desktops o Notebooks o Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
Mon-Fri 9-6 . Sat 10-5

S/uMtufoan.
Plll.nl al CM* wtth a Pmooil Tooefc
Annual Gyn Exam
Birth Control
Colposcopy
Breast Exams

Insurance and
Major Credit
Cards Accepted

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, F ACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM. MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM. MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaef fer, CNM, MED
119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonbug. VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877)438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH
WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO
TO CHANGE THE WORLD?
During a time of limited rights for women, Mary Baker Eddy (bom 1821) founded
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today.
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker
In 1908, at age 87, she founded 77io Christian Sclanca Monitor, an international
daily paper winner of 7 Pulitzer pnzes (to date). Her book Sclanca and
Health with Kaytotha Scrtpturas presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions
Found on line at www.spirituality.com.
For news of women's accomplishments today visit www.wrricflitor.com/women

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

IMAGE AWARDS VOTING
March 21 - 25
Warren Mailroom
Freshman Leader of the Year
Male/Female
Sophomore Leader of the Year
Male/Female
Junior Leader of the Year
Male/Female
Senior Leader of the Year
Male/Female
•Guiding Light" Award
Graduate Student Award
Taylor Award
Blakey Award
Most Improved Organization
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ies babies' enter real world
BY ERIN LEE

senior writer
Eighties babies are all grown up — or are they?
Now that many bom in the '80a are getting ready to
enter the "real world," some people think the generation will have trouble coping with reality because of
their pampered childhoods.
Since most of the students at JMU were bom
between 1982 and 198*, this stereotype categorizes
virtually the entire student population. People in
their late teens to mid-20s are viewed as being spoiled
and incapable of functioning in a team environment,
according to USA Today.
"I think that students from the '70s to mid-'80s
have different challenges to confront" said Shirley
Cobb, associate director of the Counseling and Student
Development Center. "You have both parents working
now, and preschool and after-school programming."
The structure of the family is different now with both
parents working — pre-school and after school programs help today's children grow and leam outside
the home, Cobb said.
Cobb has noticed that parents call JMU and check in on
their son or daughter more often than they used to.
"1 think there is a time when parents will have
to let go, because a parent's number one job is to do
such a good job that they are not needed anymore,"
Cobb said. "They need to know that their child can
make it without them, and I don't think that many
of them think that just yet."
Freshman Emily Resetco does not believe that she
was spoiled growing up, but was simply given more
opportunities to excel.
"I don't think that because I've been given extra
things in my life that I won't be able to function in the
real world; I think I'd benefit from it," Resetco said.

"I waa given a computer, went to different camps and
visited France when I waa younger, so I had more
resources available to me."
Reaetco does, however, believe some of her friends
might fall into the stereotype in the sense that they will
have a hard time coping with the real world.
Senior Megan Voss said, "I think that spoiled'
has to do with who raised you, not what time period
you were raised in. You can be born wealthy and
5row up not spoiled if your parents raised you with
le right value system; you can still know the value
of a dollar and hard work."
Senior Leigh Ann Haney, on the other hand,
agrees with the stereotype. She thinks many of her
peers cannot do anything for themselves. "I don't
think that I'll have a problem because my father has
raised me in a way that without him, I can function
on my own," Haney said. "I don't think other parents took the time to teach them how to do things
on their own."
Haney admits she is spoiled because she is an only
child, but she does not think it will affect her ability tii
function in the workforce once she graduates in May.
"My dad owns a business that requires teamwork, and
I've been working inside his business ever since 1 can
remember," she said. "I like working on a team, but I
can also work alone."
Harrlsonburg resident Lanny Holsinger has
two children, born in 1984 and 1989. Holsinger
said he believes not all stereotypes are true and
children of every generation have been said to
have been pampered. He believed in giving his
children Emily and Natalie some things, but then
saying no to other things.
"My daughters have worked since they were 14
and 15, which has taught them responsibility and how
to work well with others," Holsinger said.

Lynn to be honored with CMT
award for her 'musical vision'
Loretta Lynn will receive the
CMT Johnny Cash Visionary Award
next month, just a few days before
her 70th birthday.
The award recognizes an artist's
musical vision, innovative music
videos and pioneering initiatives in
entertainment. It was known as the
Video Visionary Award but was renamed in honor of Cash last year.
Lynn will be honored April 11
during the live broadcast of Country Music Television's 2005 Music

Awards, hosted by comedian Jeff
Foxworthy, from the Gaylord Entertainment Center. She turns 70
on April 14.
She won two GTammy Awards
last month for her album, "Van Lear
Rose," produced by Jack White of
the White Stripes.
The Dixie Chicks won the first
Video Visionary Award in 2002. Cash
won the award in 2003 and Reba
McEntire was honored last year.
— Tfe Associated Press

Age, sex of siblings influences communication about relationships
BY JESSI GROOVER

contributing writer
Siblings have seen you at your best and worst
— they have a shared history with you. But
should a sibling have the power to negatively or
positively affect your romantic relationship?
For many JMU students, a sibling's opinion
sometimes is more valuable than their parent's
approval in regards to who they date.
"I want my sisters to approve of [who I
date) because I want their outlook," junior
Jennie Reed said. "My mom will like anyone;
my sisters will be honest."
Shirley Cobb, associate director of the
Counseling and Student Development Center,
said the relationship between siblings affects
communication.
"If one is closer to their sibling, [then they]
probably have a better understanding of each
other in terms of values and give more accurate

feedback of the fit of a person," Cobb said.
Freshman Will Roth found that since he is
close with his older sister, he serves as a major
factor in terms of who his sister dates.
"I make sure that my sister's boyfriends
know that I'm her brother and want the best
for her," Roth said. "I told one before that she
had her heart broken in the past, and it better
not happen again."
With every situation, the importance of a
sibling's opinion also is determined by the age
difference between siblings.
"My experience has been that those who
have a bigger age range are not as close and

sometimes are in opposition of each other,"
Cobb said. "Usually, I see this in [age differences! of five years or more."
On the other hand, sophomore Lori
Thomas values her older brother's opinion
in terms of who she dates only to a certain
extent.
However, Thomas points out that she
cares more about his opinion since he is
much older than she.
"1 think that if my brother and I were closer
in age, then I wouldn't care as much," Thomas
said. "Since he's older, I look up to him more as
a role model than if he was around my age and
more like a friend.'*
Some JMU students find significance in
whether or not a sibling is of the same sex.
"I don't think that my sister would judge
a girl that I might date to see if the girl is
right for me, as much as I do with the guys
she dates," Roth said. "1 think that brothers

are more overprotective of their sisters than
other sibling relationships."
When Reed first takes her significant other
to meet her parents, she usually has her date
meet her sister first.
"By introducing them slowly to the family,
they kind of [already] have an ally [in my sister) so if s not as intimidating when they meet
the rest of the family," Reed said.
Not everyone relies so heavily on their sibling's advice when it comes to dating. Thomas
said she listens to her brother's wisdom but
does what she wants in the end.
"I wouldn't not date someone because of
what my brother thinks," Thomas.
For anyone about to meet their significant
other's family in the near future, find out
how close your sweetie is to their sibling(s);
chances are their opinion matters to some
degree. For those of you dating an only child,
good luck with mom and dad.

Slow Computer? We Can Help

WildWires.
We Knew Computers
www.wiiawiriioillni.corr
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prices-competition!
Victor i
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cAarges tlt/hrl

Wi 1 dWi r • s. offer* $40/hr Studtnt Rat..'

call us at (540J-574-2459 24/7 assistance
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Computer Repair 4 Sales
Dell Vendor 1 HP/Compaq Partner
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574.0808

starting now!
Madison University
Class Starts on Tua»day. Marcti 29
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Col today to reserve your seat!

with advanced training In New York,
Northern Virginia and Richmond
Mon.-Wed. 10-6
Thu. Fri. 10-7
Sat. 10-4
ted In Food Uon Snopplng Center off Port Republic Rd.
i

KAPLAN
lest Prep and Admlealor*

1 800 KAP TEST
kaptest.com

